The balanced multiple-valued filing scheme was defined by Ghosh and Abraham (1968) . They constructed there two types of balanced multiplevalued filing scheme of order two. One scheme was obtained by deleting a spread generated by parallel lines in a finite affine geometry EG(t, s) and the other was obtained by deleting a partial spread generated by all the lines in a finite projective geometry PG(t, s) which have one particular point in common.
in the file will also have an identifying number ~, different for different records. If a% is a number indicating the value information for attribute Ai of the ~-th item, then we call a(a) = (a0~ ° .... , a~_1~_1) the attributes vector of the ~-th records. This identifying number ~ together with the attributes vector a(c~) constitutes the record of the ~-th item. The set of all records constitutes the file.
In most computerized filing systems, the records are stored in some comparatively slow storage device. The starting address of a segment of the storage device where the record is stored in its entirety is called the accession number of the record. A set of addresses of the comparatively faster memory is reserved for storing the accession numbers. Let this set be M. The structure of a filing system has three basic components. These are file itself, the storage rule which defines the subset a(a) of the elements of M where accession number of the ~-th record is stored, and the retrieval rule for finding out the elements of M where accession numbers of the records pertaining to any given query relating to any subset of different attribute values are stored. The construction of any filing scheme simply involves specifying the nature of these components.
The simplest type of filing scheme has been the first order inverted filing system. It is performed by letting one bucket correspond to each value of each attribute. A record is then stored in each of the buckets associated with the values of attributes which it posseses. Such system allows efficient retrieval of queries specified in terms of only one attribute. However, to retrieve a query involving two attributes, one must first extract all records in each of the two corresponding buckets and then find the records common to the two groups by matching the accession numbers. This matching process can require a large amount of computer time. Moreover, the time increases as the size of the file increases since there are then more records to be examined in the matching.
To avoid this matching process for a query involving two attributes, the second order inverted filing system can be designed. It is performed by letting one bucket correspond to each pair of values of two different attributes. A record is then stored in each of the buckets associated with the pairs of values of attributes which it possesses.
The idea of these systems is quite simple and can be extended to a query involving more than two attributes. However, the number of buckets often increases strikingly as the order k of the inverted filing system increases; (The filing system is said to be of order h, if the records pertaining to any k values of k different attributes will appear in one and only one bucket.) Moreover, the redundancy or the mean number of buckets in which accession number of a record is stored often increases significantly as the order of the system increases.
In recent years, research directed at the application of combinatorial mathematics to the design of filing system was started and much work has been done in this direction such as Abraham, Ghosh and Ray-Chaudhuri (1968) ; Bose, Abraham and Ghosh (1967) ; Bose and Koch (1969) ; Ghosh (1969) ; Ghosh and Abraham (1968) ; Koch (1969); and Ray-Chaudhuri (1968) . A summary of the work for the case of binary-valued attributes has been given by Abraham, Ghosh and Ray-Chaudhuri (1968) . The balanced filing scheme, denoted by BFS, has been defined there. For the case of multiple-valued attributes, the balanced multiple-valued filing scheme with parameters (k, no, nl ,..., n~-l, b) has been defined by Ghosh and Abraham (1968) to be an arrangement of records with m attributes, where the vector of the number of values these attributes can take are given by. (no, nl ,..-, nm-1), in b buckets, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive and which satisfies the following properties:
(a) The number of records in a bucket will not be greater than the number of records in the whole file. The scheme has been called to be of order k and is denoted by BMFSk. Ghosh and Abraham (1968) constructed two types of balanced multiplevalued filing schemes of order two with parameters k = 2, n o ~ n 1 ~ "'" n~_ 1 = n where n was a power of a prime integer. One scheme was obtained by deleting a spread generated by parallel lines in a finite affine geometry EG(t, s) and the other was obtained by deleting a partial spread generated by all the lines in a finite projective geometry PG(t, s) which had one particular point in common. In .each case, the remaining lines in the deleted geometry were identified with the buckets.
The idea of these methods of constructing BMFS 2 was generalized by Koch (1967) into the schemes obtained by deleting a spread and a partial spread of c-flats in finite affine geometry and finite projective geometry, respectively.
Bose, Abraham and Ghosh (1967) and Bose and Koch (1969) treated the schemes of order more than two. Recently, Ghosh (1969) has constructed a particular type of BMFS 2 of order two with different number of levels.
In this paper, we give a new type of BMFS of order two constructed by deleting all lines lying on a cyclically generated spread in a finite projective geometry PG (t, s) where t + 1 is not prime. Since the lines, which are identified with the buckets, and the spread, which defines the correspondence between the points and the values of the attributes, can be generated cyclically in multiplicative form of the representation of points in PG(t, s) (cf. Yamamoto, Fukuda and Hamada, 1966) , the BMFS~ presented here can be implemented easily.
GALOIS FIELDS AND FINITE PROJECTIVE GEOMETRIES
The cyclic property of points and fiats in a finite projective geometry PG(t, s) of t-dimension based on the Galois field GF(s), where s is a prime power, was studied by Rao (1945) and has been extensively studied by Yamamoto, Fukuda and Hamada (1966) . We shall describe it briefly in the following paragraphs. 
GF(s*+I).
The expression in additive form is used extensively in the literatures concerning the theory and the application of Galois fields, finite projective geometries and finite affine geometries. The expression in multiplicative form will be used here practically as will be seen in the following paragraphs. When and only when t + 1 is a multiple of a positive integer d + 1, s *+1 --1 is a multiple of s a+l --1. In such case, the order of x m, where m = (s ~+1-1)/(s a + l -1) and x is a primitive element of GF(s~+I), is s a+l --1. Hence x ~ is one of the primitive elements of GF(sa+I). Galois field GF(s a+l) can, therefore, be represented as a subfield of GF(s*+I), i.e., GF(s a+a) = {0, x °, x% x2%..., x(Sa+l-m~}. A finite projective geometry PG(t, s) of t-dimension is defined as a set of points satisfying the following conditions:
s) is a nonzero element of GF(s*+I).
(ii) T w o points v and/~ represent the same point when and only when there exists a nonzero element a of GF(s) such t h a t / , = av. A point in PG(t, s) can also be represented by a normalized additive form (ct, ..., Co) where the first nonzero element is unity, since the multiples of an additive form by nonzero elements in GF(s) represent the same point in PG (t, s) .
The number of d-fiats in PG(t, s) is given by
In particular, the number of points in PG(t, s) is given by (t, s) . The least integer of the cycles of a flat is called the minimum cycle of the flat (cf. Yamamoto, Fukuda and Hamada, 1966) .
A set of flats in PG(t, s) is called a spread provided that each point in PG(t, s) is contained in one and only one member of the set.
For constructing a BMFSe given in this paper, the following theorem is fundamental.
THEOREM 1.1. _/t necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a spread in PG(t, s) is that t + 1 is not prime. When d + 1 divides t -~ 1, there exists a spread of d-flats which is cyclically generated from an initial d-flat in PG(t, s).
Proof. The constructed spread of d-flats can be expressed as follows:
V,(0) = {x0, ,~, x%..., x '"-1~}
--+ {0, m, 2m,..., (n --1)m} EXAMPLE. As an illustration of the theory presented in this paper, we shall consider the finite geometry PG(3, 2), i.e., the case t = 3 and s = 2, throughout this paper.
Let x be a root of a minimal polynomial x 4 + x + 1 over GF(2). Then 15 (=4(3, 0, 2)) points in PG(3, 2) are represented either in multiplicative or in additive form as follows:
x °= 1 x 5=x ~+x x l°=x 2+x+l
x 1 =x x 6 =xa+x 2 x 11 =x3+x=+x X 2 = X 2 x 7 =x a+x+ 1 x 12=x 3+x 2+x+ 1
x 8=x a x 8 =x 2+ 1 x la =x a+x ~+ 1 x 4=x+ 1 x 9 =x 3+x x 14=x 3+ 1.
In PG(3, 2), since 4 (=t + 1) is a multiple of 2 (=d -< 1), there exists a spread of 5 (=m) lines (d --I) of 3 (=n) points each, i.e., (to be continued).
DESIGN OF BMFS 2

Correspondence Between Points and Attribute-Values
As is described in Theorem 1, if t 4-1 is not prime, there exists a cyclically generated spread of d-flats in PG(t, s) for some d such that EXAMPLE (continued). Consider a set of records with 5 (=m) attributes which assumes one of the 3 (=n) values each. The correspondence between point l (or x ~) in PG(3, 2) and j-th value of i-th attribute (or attribute-value information (i, j)) can be established as is given in Table I . The correspondence will also be seen in Table II . (1 1 1 i) 12 (2,2)
These tables are prepared in order to facilitate the conversion of the representation form to and from multiplieative and additive which will be used later.
A record is represented by recording its attribute-value informations as, for example, {(0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 1), (4, 2)} or simply by recording the values of corresponding attributes, { 1 , 2 , 0 , 1,2} (to be continued).
C o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e B u c k e t s
In defining our filing scheme, each line in P G ( t , s) which does not lie in any of the d-fiats in the spread is identified with the bucket. .., l~ + c} for a positive integer c is also a line required to obtain. We can, therefore, find 0 lines by this procedure, where 0 is the minimum cycle of the initial line. In selecting an initial line, it is useful to note that we can assume l 0 = 0 without loss of generality. Thus the selection procedure of those initial lines may be reduced to the selection procedure of l 1 without producing a duplication in cyclic generation of lines. The totality of the identification numbers of the buckets will be stored in a comparatively faster memory in an appropriate ordering, say, in the order of io , Jo , il , Jl ,.. ., is and j~. EXAMPLE (continued). The number of buckets or lines of our scheme based on the spread of PG(3, 2) is b = 4(3, 1, 2) --5 = 30. The identification numbers of those buckets may be determined by the following steps:
(i) An initial line g0, 1, 4} passing through two points 0 and 1 in multiplicative form will be determined by the procedure described in Section 3.2 using Tables I and II. (ii) Cyclic change modulo 15 of these powers of the points in the initial line will generate 15 lines as (iii) Another initial line {0, 2, 8} passing through two points 0 and 2 will be determined since 0 and 2 do not appear simultaneously in any of the line obtained in the earlier steps.
(iv) Cyclic change of these powers of the points will generate the remaining 15 lines as (v) Those powers of points will be converted into attribute-value informations and those 30 buckets will be rearranged by the procedure described in Section 3.2 as is given in Table III.   TABLE III   B1 For an illustration of step (i) we shall show how to determine the identification number of a bucket or line which contains a pair of attribute values, say (0, 1) and (2, 2) or 5 and 12. First, two attribute values (0, 1) and (2, 2) or 5 and 12 in multiplicative form will be converted into (0 1 1 0) and (1 1 1 1) by Table I . Addition of (0 1 1 0) and (1 1 1 1) over GF(2) will yield (1 0 0 1), and this is only one projective linear combination of the pair of points. Then it will be converted into 14 or (4, 2) by Table II . Thus the identification number of the bucket will be {(0, 1), (2, 2), (4, 2)} (to be continued).
Storing Procedure
Storing procedure of a record (Jo*, Jl*,.-.,J~*-l) consists of the following steps:
(i) With respect to a bucket {(io, Jo), (/1, jl),..., (i~, j~)}, comparison is made among s + 1 values of the attributes and the corresponding s + 1 values of the record one after another and construct a list with 0 --1 elements (%,el .... ,e~) (3.5)
representing whether each corresponding value of the record coincides with that of the bucket or not, i.e., ~1, if j ; = j~, e~ = t0, otherwise, for i~-th attribute (/~ = 0, 1,..., s).
(ii) The accession number of the record will not be stored in the bucket if the record and the bucket have no point in common, i.e., if ~-~;~o ~o = O.
(iii) The accession number of the record will be stored in a subset identified by (3.5) which is called a sub-buchet of the bucket if the record and the bucket have two or more points in common, i.e., if ~= o Ea ~> 2.
(iv) The accession number of the record will be stored in a sub-bucket identified by (3.5) if the record and the bucket have exactly one point in common, say l v = i v + j~m , i.e., ~2~=o ~ = 1 with % = 1, provided the bucket contains another point l, + 1. (Note that l~ + 1 = (i, + 1) + j~m for i~ : / = m --1 and l~+ 1 = 0 + ( j , + 1)m (reduced modulo v) for i~ = m --1.) Otherwise, the record will not be stored even if Z~=0 e~ = 1 hold with % = 1.
(v) These processes will be continued with respect to each of the b buckets one after another.
Storing procedure shows that our scheme satisfies the condition (a) of a BMFS~.
We may note here about the process (iv) in some detail. If the scheme is designed for those queries of order two exclusively, the process (iv) may be altered to that the record will not be stored when ~2~=0 re = 1. In this case, the number of sub-buckets of each bucket is 2 ~+1 --(s + 2). In order to accomodate the scheme for the queries of order one in addition to those of order two and avoid complex chaining technique, it is advisable to store the record in the bucket if the bucket satisfies some specific criterion when 52~=o eB = 1. A criterion which has been recommended is that of first appearance (cf. Bose and Koch, 1969; Koch, 1967; Ray-Chaudhuri, 1968) , i.e., if the bucket is the first one which contains the point l~ -= i v + j~m. The criterion presented here is new and superior to that of first appearance in that the distribution of the number of sub-buckets becomes in our case more evenly than the case of first appearance, since one and only one bucket has such a pair of consecutive points l~ = i~ -7 j v m and l~ -7 1 for each point l~. If two different pairs of consecutive points {l, 1-7 1} and {l', l' -7 1} were contained in the same bucket or collinear, then In our case, each of the v buckets of the above-mentioned type has 2 s+l --(s + 1) sub-buckets and each of the remaining b --v buckets has 2 8+1 --(s -7 2) sub-buckets. EXAMPLE (continued). Storing procedure of the accession numbers of the records will be illustrated by considering a record with attribute-value vector (1, 2, 0, 1, 2). With respect to the bucket B 5 = {(0, 0), (2, 1), (4, 1)}, a list @0, el, e2) = (0, 0, 0) with ~ eo = 0 will be obtained by comparing values of 0-th, 2-nd and 4-th attributes of the record to the corresponding values of the bucket. Thus the accession number of the record will not be stored in this bucket. With respect to the bucket Bll = {(0, 1), (2, 2), (4, 2)}, a list (1, 0, 1) with ~ E~ = 2 will be obtained. Thus the accession number of the record will be stored in the (1, 0, 1) sub-bucket of this bucket. With respect to the bucket B22 = {(1, 1), (2, 0), (3, 0)}, a list (0, 1, 0) withY', e~ = 1 and el = 1. The bucket contains another point 3 = 3 + 0 × 5 in addition to 2 = 2 -7 0 × 5. Thus, the accession number will be stored in the (0, 1, 0) sub-bucket of this bucket. With respect to the bucket B16 = {(0, 2), (2, 0), (4,0)}, a list (0,1,0) with ~2e~ = 1 and e 1 = 1 will be obtained. The accession number, however, will not be stored in this bucket, since it does not contain another point (3, 0) in addition to (2, 0) (to be continued).
R e t r i e v a l Procedure
The retrieval procedure for any query of order two which requires to retrieve all accession numbers of the records pertaining to the specified values for two attributes, say (i, j) and (i', j') with i = i', consists of the following steps:
(i) The identification number of the bucket, say {(i0, J0), (il, Jl),..., (is, j~) }, which has two points i +jm and i' +j'm in common will be determined by the method described in Section 3.2, where (i, j) = (ion, jo~) and (i', j') = (iB, JB), say.
(ii) All accession numbers stored in those 2 s-2 sub-buckets of the bucket identified by (%, q ,..., ~) with e~ = e~ = 1 will be retrieved by chaining technique.
The retrieval procedure for any query of order one which requires to retrieve all accession number of the records pertaining to the specified value for one attribute, say (i, j), consists of the following steps:
(i) The identification number of the bucket, say {(i0, J0), (il, Jl),--., (i~, j~)} which has another point l' = l + 1 in addition to the point l -~ i + jm in common will be determined, say (i, j) = (is, j~).
(ii) All accession numbers stored in those sub-buckets of the buckets identified by (%, E 1 .... , e~) with ~ = 1 will be retrieved by chaining technique.
Storing procedure shows that every record which has those specified values concerned is stored in one of the sub-buckets once and only once. All of the required records, therefore, are retrieved by the above procedure. EXAMPLE (continued). Retrieval procedure for a query of order two may well be illustrated by showing the procedure of retrieving all records pertaining two attribute-value informations (2, 2) and (4, 2). By the same procedure described above the bucket identification number Bll = {(0, 1), (2, 2), (4, 2)} passing through these two points will be determined. All accession numbers stored in the sub-buckets (0, 1, 1) and (l, 1, 1) are all records which have to be retrieved, since they have either (%, el, e2) = (0, 1, l) or (1, 1, 1) for this bucket. Retrieval procedure for a query of order one will be illustrated by showing the procedure of retrieving all records pertaining to an attribute-value information (2, 2). The identification number of the bucket Be0 = {(1, 0), (2, 2), (3, 2)} passing through another point 13 = 3 + 2 × 5 in addition to 12 = 2 + 2 × 5 will first be determined. Then, all accession numbers stored in the sub-buckets (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1) of this bucket are all which have to be retrieved.
REDUNDANCY
In BMFS2 discussed in Section 3, the accession number of a record is stored in more than one bucket, and this will give rise to redundant storage. The average number of times the accession numbers stored in the filing scheme is called the redundancy of the filing scheme.
The expression for the redundancy of our filing scheme will be given under the assumption that the frequency distribution of the different types of records in the file is uniform. The number of records in the file is, therefore, some multiple of n ~. In calculating the redundancy, it is sufficient to assume that total number of records is n ~.
Let us evaluate the number of records which will not be stored in a bucket. It is given either by In the filing system discussed in our example I since m = 5, n = 3, s -----2 and b = 30, the redundancy of the scheme is 10.
Consider the corresponding inverted filing scheme for the records of m attributes with n values each. There are (~)n 2 buckets with n ~-2 records each for the queries of order two and (~n)n buckets with n ~-1 records each for the queries of order one, The number of the buckets bl is given by for 2 <~ s < n. Thus we have R < / 7 1 . We may note that the first term of the right hand member of (4.3) is the redundancy of the BMFS~ which concerns the queries of order two exclusively and corresponding term o f (4.5) is that of corresponding inverted filing system of order two.
PARAMETERS OF THE BMFS~
The parameters m, n, b and R of our BMFS 2 with s, t, d; the corresponding parameters b1 and Rx of the inverted scheme; and the ratios (b~ --b)/bx and (RI --R)/RI which show the reduction rates of our BMFS 2 are given in Table IV for'those schemes satisfying m < 100 and n < 100. Considerable reduction in number of buckets would contribute in reducing the table size as well as search time and in redundancy would contribute in reducing the size of the file. 
